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Race online against your 
friends and other racers

Become a part of the largest 
global racing circuit
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drw | the facts
Drag Racer World is the long awaited sequel 
to the incredibly popular Drag Racer: Pro Tuner 
franchise. The revamped side-scrolling racing 
game, will allow racers to create racer profiles 
in XMG’s proprietary cloud system and become 
part of a global Drag Racer World Community.  
The profile ensures safe storage of all gaming 
data in the XMG cloud and enables the player to 
roam freely between iOS and Android devices. 
The global community allows racing fans 
worldwide to connect and challenge each other  
to some serious, competitive racing. The option 
to connect to Facebook, as well as traditional 
leaderboards, makes it easy to find more 
challenges and make new friends. Earn credits 
to customize or upgrade your ride or even 
purchase faster cars. Expected Release Date:     

Price:                                     
Available Platforms:                     

May 2012
Freemium
iOS, Android

        
        THE FACTS:

DRW | mission control
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DRW | the story

Drag Racer World is the 4th entry in the Drag Racer series. Created at the age of 14, Adam Telfer started 
developing the franchise with a version of Drag Racer in 2001. “I started developing the first flash version of  
Drag Racer as an eighth grader in my school breaks and when I wasn’t busy running the math club“ says Adam, “I 
just wanted to make a game for me, that I liked – I had no idea it would quickly skyrocket in popularity and birth 
a whole new gaming genre!” The flash 2D racing game won various awards and is currently at 50 million users, 
making it one of the top 10 flash games of all times according to flash games site newgrounds.com.
     In 2009, Adam started working on porting Drag Racer to the App Store and after only 4 months of coding, 
launched it as Drag Racer: Perfect Run. “I made a point to stay as close to the original flash game as possible while 
improving the graphics and implementing a simpler UI”, Adam remembers. In late 2009, XMG released a new 

generation of the franchise called Drag Racer: Pro Tuner, which went on to dominate the Drag Racing category 
in the App Store. “When we left EA’s Need for Speed in our dust at the 2010 Best App Ever Awards in the racing 
category  we knew we had created something special, that really speaks to car enthusiasts around the globe” says Adam.
 The series has since hit over 2 million downloads resulting in hundreds of millions of races.  
Adam’s first iOS game won various awards for popularity and out of XMG’s many successful games, it is the one 
with the most engaged users. “The average user starts the game 20+ times per week.” says Adam, “that’s pretty 
amazing for a game that has been copied by big-budget studios again and again. But it was us who found a way to 
really connect to the players, and that is the most satisfying experience, and why I make games — to deliver a lasting, 
enjoyable experience to players.”
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DRW | connect
Join the Drag Racer Revolution and become 
a part of the largest global racing circuit!

•	 Create your own racer profile in the XMG 
cloud where all gaming data is safely 
stored, allowing you to access your garage 
on iOS and Android devices

•	 Find, invite and race your Facebook friends 
with Facebook connect or invite them via 
email and text message

•	 Be a part of the global Drag Racer World  
online community and connect with other  
car enthusiasts

•	 Find new friends and challenges through the 
XMG Community, Facebook, SMS or email

DRW | customize
Upgrade, paint & tune your dragster for  
ultimate performance! 

•	 Individually paint all parts of your car and 
turn it into an unmistakable street racer. 

•	 Choose from 9 different upgrades to  
transform your car into a gem on the road:

 °   Turbo

 °   Intercooler

 °   Exhaust

 °   Ignition

 °   Fuel System

 °   Cylinder Displacement

 °   Camshaft

 °   Flywheel

 °   Weight
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Carefully tune your car up to its best  
performance:

•	 Gear Ratio: Adjust your gear ratio to  
maximize acceleration and top speed based 
on your car stats

•	 Tire Compound: Soft compounds allow 
for better traction off the line, but are poor 
maintaining speed because of the stickiness. 
Harder compounds are less sticky and will 
be better at high speeds at the expense of 
traction off the line

•	 Valve Timing: The camshaft controls the 
valve timing. Timing can be tuned for better 
performance in low or high rpm (revolutions 
per minute) ranges

DRW | customize DRW | challenge
Race against your friends, compete in online 
challenges and speed your way to the top of 
the leaderboards!

•	 Send and receive challenges from your 
Drag Racer friends

•	 Race online against your friends or offline 
against the game

•	 Race to become number one in the four 
car classes Common, International, Muscle 
and Racing on Game Center’s high score  
leaderboards for best time or top speed
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DRW | race

Win races and become the toughest Drag Racer on the street!

•	 Get ready to rip up the road on three different tracks: the deadly desert, a high-speed city highway and on the  
roaring racing strip

•	 Use Boosts in challenging races to leave rivals in your dust
•	 The winner takes it all! Collect Drag Racer Points to spend on customization and upgrades as well as higher  

performance cars and experience points to level up to new challenges

DRW | racing tips

•	 Shift up when your gauge hits the blue mark for a perfect shift and a temporary boost
•	 Be brave when setting the difficulty for races — the difficulty “sweet spot” promises great rewards! 
•	 Use the boosts when your opponent is hot on your trail, or to get that extra edge for a win
•	 Get extra acceleration with a perfect start: hit the road exactly when the RPMs hit the blue mark
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Tune your car carefully according to its statistics for maximum performance:
•	 Increase HP for a higher top speed and better performance in higher gears
•	 Increase TQ for faster acceleration from the start and a better performance in lower gears
•	 Lower WT to get the best impact out of your HP and TW upgrades

DRW | racing tips




